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In the world of Shadowrun, combat is an inevitability. At 
some point the talker will run out of words, the sneaker will 
get spotted, and the fight will be on. Shooting, stabbing, 
blowing things up, drive-bys, car chases, breaking things, 
and healing wounds will be covered in this chapter.

The Basics
Shadowrun assumes we’re all past the “I shot you!”—“You 
missed me!” arguments of childhood. Combat is gov-
erned by rules and procedures designed to keep the 
action clear and flowing. In Shadowrun everyone in the 
game quickly learns whether your axe-toting troll whacks 
the obnoxious elf ganger or if that elf is just too damn fast. 
We’ll open up the Combat rules lessons with the basics: 
Who goes first? Where can I go? What can I do? Then 
we’ll ground you in the general concepts you’ll need to 
understand before we get into the more in-depth stuff.

comBaT Turn sequence
Things happen fast in combat. To keep those things 
straight, Shadowrun breaks each encounter into 
three-second chunks called Combat Turns (20 Combat 
Turns = 1 minute). Each Combat Turn follows a set se-
quence to resolve issues such as who acts first, who’s 
faster on the draw, what happens when one character 
punches another, and so on. During the Combat Turn, 
players act in an order determined by their Initiative 
Score (see p. 159); each player describes their charac-
ter’s action, then rolls dice to see how well the char-
acter performs. The gamemaster describes the actions 
and reactions of the non-player characters, as well as 
the final outcome of all actions.

Combat Turns are broken up into a series of Initia-
tive Passes, which are further broken down into Action 
Phases allowing player characters (PC) and non-player 
characters (NPC) to take actions sequentially during the 
Combat Turn. This allows combat to flow smoothly from 
character to character without clogging up on the ac-
tions of a single player. Things can happen quickly; one 
of the gamemaster’s jobs is to keep players engaged 
and ready for their next Action Phase.

The Combat Turn plays out as follows:

1. roll iniTiaTive
Determine Initiative Scores for all the characters, crit-
ters, spirits, sprites, intrusion countermeasures (IC), 
and anything else involved in the fight (see Initiative,  
p. 159). The order in which things happen during the 
Action Phase is determined by Initiative Scores, going 
from highest first to lowest last. Initiative is fluid and 
changes both within a Combat Turn and between Com-
bat Turns.

Note that wound modifiers affect the Initiative Score 
(see Changing Initiative, p. 160) as soon as the wound 
is inflicted.

2. Begin iniTiaTive Pass
The character with the highest Initiative Score in the 
combat takes their Action Phase first. This character is 
the acting character.

If more than one character has the same Initiative 
Score, compare Attributes according to Initiative Score 
(p. 159) to determine who acts first. Alternatively, the 
gamemaster can simply determine that all actions occur 
simultaneously.

3. Begin acTion Phase
The acting character declares and takes his actions, ac-
cording to the steps below.

If another character has delayed an action (see De-
laying Actions, p. 161) and wants to act during this Action 
Phase, he must declare it here. That character chooses 
whether to act before, after, or at the same time as the 
current acting character.

3a. Declare acTions
The acting character declares his actions for the 

Action Phase. He may take two Simple Actions or one 
Complex Action during his Action Phase. Action types 
are further detailed in the Actions section (p. 163). Al-
ternately, the character can choose to delay his action 
until a lower Initiative Score in that Combat Turn (see 
Delaying Actions, p. 161).

The character may also declare one Free Action 
during each Action Phase in the Combat Turn. Likewise, 
any character who has already acted in the Combat Turn 
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prior to this Action Phase and still has his Free Action left 
may declare it at this point if he chooses.

3B. resolve acTions
Resolve the actions of the acting character.

4. Declare & resolve acTions 
of remaining characTers
Once the character with the highest Initiative Score has 
acted, move on to the character with the next highest 
Initiative Score and repeat Step 3 until all characters 
have acted in the Initiative Pass. Once all characters 
have acted, subtract 10 from all characters’ Initiative 
Scores and return to step 2 for all characters with an 
Initiative Score greater than 0.

If a character was wounded previously, wound mod-
ifiers may affect his Initiative Score on this and any sub-
sequent Combat Turns.

Once all characters have an Initiative Score of 0 or 
less, move to Step 5.

 
5. Begin new comBaT Turn
Begin a new Combat Turn, starting again at Step 1. Con-
tinue repeating Steps 1 through 4 until the combat ends.

iniTiaTive
Initiative determines the order in which characters act, 
as well as how often they act during a single Combat 
Turn. Initiative is based on three factors: Initiative Attri-
bute, Initiative Score, and Initiative Dice.

iniTiaTive 
aTTriBuTe
The Initiative Attribute is a derived at-
tribute used to measure the speed, 
perceptiveness, and reaction rate of 
a combatant. See the Initiative Attri-
bute Chart to determine Initiative attri-
butes for different types of combatants 
(Physical, Astral, Matrix, or Rigging) 
and their Base Initiative Die. 

iniTiaTive score
To determine a character’s Initiative Score, make an 
Initiative Test rolling the character’s Initiative Dice and 
adding the total to your Initiative attribute—this total is 
your Initiative Score. Edge may be used on this test to 
roll the maximum of 5D6 for a single Combat Turn. The 
gamemaster records the score for each character, from 
highest to lowest. The character with the highest score 
goes first and the others follow in descending order 
during each Initiative Pass.

If there is a tied Initiative Score use ERIC (Edge, Re-
action, Intuition, Coin toss) to break the tie, comparing 
Attributes in that order, with the character with the high-
er Attribute going first. If you’re still tied after comparing 
all three tie-breaker Attributes, flip a coin. Alternately, at 
the gamemaster’s discretion, both characters can act si-
multaneously.

iniTiaTive Passes
How many times a character can act during a Combat 
Turn is determined by the Initiative Test. Every charac-
ter starts out with a base Initiative die of 1D6. Some 
characters may spend Edge or have magic or implants 
that increase their Initiative dice total, allowing them 
to roll more dice and potentially perform more actions 
than their non-enhanced associates. 

The Combat Turn is divided into Initiative Passes. 
Everyone gets to act during the first Initiative Pass (in 
order according to their Initiative Score). At the end of 
each Initiative Pass the gamemaster subtracts 10 from all 
characters Initiative Score. Characters with an Initiative 

INITIATIVE ATTRIBUTE CHART
INITIATIVE TYPE ATTRIBUTES BASE INITIATIVE DICE

Physical Reaction + Intuition 1D6

Astral Intuition x 2 2D6

Matrix: AR Reaction + Intuition 1D6

Matrix: cold-sim VR Data Processing + Intuition 3D6

Matrix: hot-sim VR Data Processing + Intuition 4D6

Rigging AR Reaction + Intuition 1D6
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Score higher than 0 get to go again during a second Ini-
tiative Pass. This process is repeated until all characters 
have an Initiative Score of 0 or less, the Combat Turn 
ends, or the combat ends. 

A character with an Initiative Score of 0 or less can 
only take one Free Action during an Initiative Pass. How-
ever, a character with 0 or less Initiative is allowed one 
Free Action. She can also respond to attacks by dodging 
or defending herself.

changing iniTiaTive
In some cases, a character’s Initiative Score or Base Ini-
tiative Dice may change in the middle of a Combat Turn. 
A player might gain Initiative by activating an augmen-
tation, for example, or could receive a boost from a drug 
or spell or other enhancer. Conversely, a character who 
is wounded or whose vital equipment (weapon, aug-
mentation, etc.) takes damage might lose Initiative.

If a character’s Initiative attribute changes, immediate-
ly apply the difference as a positive or negative modifier 
to the character’s Initiative Score. This new Initiative Score 
applies to all remaining actions in that Combat Turn. So 
a character with Initiative 8 and an Initiative Score of 11 
who activates an implant that changes his Initiative to 10 
(+2) immediately raises his Initiative Score to 13 (11 + 2).

If the number of Base Initiative Dice available to a 
character increases, that character immediately rolls the 

extra Initiative Dice and adds the sum to their current Ini-
tiative Score for that Combat Turn. So a magician with 1d6 
Initiative dice who takes his first action to astrally project 
(2d6 Base Initiative Dice) gains the die (and the change 
in Initiative) for their Astral Initiative during that Combat 
Turn. (In this case, the magician would also replace their 
Reaction + Intuition for Physical Initiative with Intuition x 
2 for Astral Initiative.)

If the number of Initiative Dice available to a character 
decreases, then that character immediately rolls the num-
ber of lost dice and subtracts the total from their Initiative 
Score (along with any decrease to their Initiative Attribute).

Initiative also changes when a character or NPC 
is injured. Wound modifiers are applied directly to 
the character’s Initiative attribute. These changes are 
made immediately after the injury occurs and can af-
fect the initiative order even within the same Initiative 
Pass. These changes do not allow the character to act 
again; they simply change their Initiative score.

If a character enters combat after it has already be-
gun, they should roll for their Initiative Score as normal 
and then subtract 10 for each Initiative Pass that has 
already occurred. This means they may get an Action 
Phase during the current Combat Turn or they may not, 
but at least they have a chance. 

iniTiaTive anD eDge
Here’s what you can do with Edge to mess with 
initiative.

•	 Seize the Initiative: Move to the top of the ini-
tiative order, regardless of your Initiative Score. If 
multiple characters spend Edge to go first in the 

eXamPle

Saskatchewan Pete and Cayman have stumbled down 
the wrong alley and encountered a Halloweener who is in-
tent on making his name by beating on a few shadowrun-
ners. There is no room for negotiation or bargaining—the 
Halloweener is set on a fight. It’s time to roll initiative.

Cayman has a Reaction of 4 (augmented to 6, thanks to 
his wired reflexes level 2) and an Intuition of 5, giving him an 
Initiative Rating of 11 and 3 Initiative Dice (1 base die and 2 
more from his wired reflexes). Saskatchewan Pete did not 
get a chance to cast any of his spells yet, so he is using his 
regular Reaction of 3 and Intuition of 5, for an Initiative Score 
of 8. He has his base of 1 Initiative Die. The Halloweener has 
Reaction 3 (augmented to 4 thanks to wired reflexes 1) and 
Intuition 3, for an Initiative Rating of 7 with 2 Initiative Dice (1 
base, 1 from wired reflexes).

The dice rolls go like this:
Cayman: Dice roll 11 + Initiative Rating 11 = Initiative 

Score 22
Saskatchewan Pete: Dice roll 2 + Initiative Rating 8 = 

Initiative Score 10
Halloweener: Dice roll 9 + Initiative Rating 7 = Initiative 

Score 16
In the first Initiative Pass, Cayman’s score of 22 allows 

him to go first, while the Halloweener goes second with his 
16. Pete’s 10 makes him go third.

eXamPle

Continuing the example from above, after Cayman, 
Pete, and the Halloweener have taken their actions, ev-
eryone subtracts 10 from their Initiative Score, leaving 
the following totals:

Cayman: 12
Saskatchewan Pete: 0
Halloweener: 6
This means that in the second Initiative Pass, Cay-

man goes first and the Halloweener goes second. Pete’s 
score is too low to allow him another Action Phase.

The third Initiative Pass, once again subtracting 10, 
leads to these totals:

Cayman: 2
Halloweener: –4
Cayman is the only one who can act in this Initiative 

Pass—hopefully he can use his actions to bring a de-
cisive end to the fight, because he won’t have another 
action after this one. A new Combat Turn will start, and 
everyone will get a turn in the next Initiative Pass.

>> comBaT <<
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same Combat Turn, those characters go before 
everybody else, in order of their Initiative Scores. 
The other players and NPCs then take their actions 
according to their Initiative Scores. This move to 
the top of the initiative order lasts for the entire 
Combat Turn (meaning multiple Initiative Passes); 
you return to your normal place in Initiative order 
at the start of the following Combat Turn.

•	 Blitz: Roll the maximum of five Initiative Dice for 
a single Combat Turn.

Delaying acTions
There are times when a player wants to see how others 
act and what happens before making his move; choosing 
to wait is called a Delayed Action. A Delayed Action must 
be declared during Step 3A of the Combat Turn Sequence 
(see Declare Actions, p. 158). A player can declare a De-
layed Action on any of his Initiative Passes and can con-
tinue to delay action until a later Initiative Pass. When the 
character decides to act, he replaces his normal Action 
Phase for that Initiative Pass with the Delayed Action and 
then acts on an Initiative Score lower than their own. 

During the Declare Actions part of that Initiative Pass, 
the character must declare that he is intervening at a spe-
cific Initiative Score. He can make that declaration when 
it is time for players with that score to act. Characters 
who have a Delayed Action and intervene in this manner 
can choose to go before, after, or at the same time as a 
currently acting character who would normally take his 
action on that Initiative Score; any actions they take re-
ceive a –1 dice pool penalty. If multiple characters delay 
their actions until the same Initiative Score, they break 
the tie in the same manner as Initiative (p. 159).

Characters delaying an action in this manner keep their 
initial Initiative Score. If the character does not act before 
the end of the Initiative Pass, they incur the standard re-
duction of 10 at the end of the Initiative Pass. 

Players can also decide to go after the last player’s 
Action Pass. As long as the character acts before that 
Initiative Pass ends and the next one begins, there is no 
problem. If more than one character wants to act last in 
a Initiative Pass, they act in the reverse order of their Ini-
tiative Scores; the character with the highest score goes 
last. In the event of a tie the characters must either act si-
multaneously or continue delaying their actions into the 
next Initiative Pass.

A character can delay his action into the next Initia-
tive Pass and be the first to act. He must still use his own 
Initiative Score to determine the Action Phases he has for 
the Combat Turn. 

TimeD iTems & iniTiaTive
Some items, such as grenades, explosive devices, 
timed traps, and so on, go off after a certain preset in-
terval. In most situations, these items do what they do 
based on the character’s current Initiative Score during 

the next Combat Turn. If there are no more Combat 
Turns, the item activates as the gamemaster sees fit.

If an item has a timer set by a player character, that 
character can decide for how long to set the timer, but 
he must declare this when the item is activated. It’s usu-
ally best to have such items go off during the character’s 
Action Phase on a predetermined Initiative Pass or at the 
beginning or end of a three-second Combat Turn. Timed 
items always go last in the case of tied Initiative Scores. 
In the case of radio-detonated items, the character 
spends their Action Phase performing a Use Item action.

movemenT
Getting from one place to another, especially from one 
piece of cover to another or closing the distance on an op-
ponent, is important. Characters in Shadowrun have three 
types of movement: Walking, Running, and Sprinting.

A character’s movement for an entire Combat Turn 
(meaning total movement for all Initiative Passes, not 
for each Initiative Pass) is based on their Run rate, which 
is determined by metatype. Walk rate determines the 
farthest a character can move during a Combat Turn be-
fore they are considered to be Running. 

It’s important to point out that “run” does not mean 
bolt as fast as you can; that’s sprinting. Think of running as 
a trained combat hustle or a jog, something to get you to 
another point quickly but still leave you able to perform 
other actions, albeit with a penalty. Sprinting is exactly 
that, running as fast as you can from point A to point B.

sTanDarD movemenT 
(walking anD running)
The Movement Rates (Walk and Run) for each meta-
type are noted on the Movement Table. This is the dis-

eXamPle

Tempers have flared at a gathering of the Hellhounds 
gang (to no one’s surprise), and the gang members have 
rolled initiative and are ready to start raining blows on one 
another. Cutter may be faster than his fellow Hellhounds, but 
he really wants to make a point of how well he can take a 
hit before dishing them out. He declares he is delaying his 
action on Initiative Score 13 and waits for one of the others 
to make a move. 

PainKiller is up next in Initiative Score 11 and he wants 
to whale on Ash, so he takes a swing, connects, and knocks 
him flat. Cutter is not about to let that go unanswered, so he 
declares he wants to use his Delayed Action. When he makes 
his attack on PainKiller, he suffers a –1 dice pool penalty on 
his melee attack action. On the next Initiative Pass, Cutter’s 
Initiative Score drops to 3. This means he will get a second 
swing at PainKiller before PainKiller goes on Initiative Score 1.

>> comBaT <<
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tance the character can move during their 
Combat Turn. As soon as the character ex-
ceeds their Walk rate, they are considered 
Running until the end of the Combat Turn 
and incur any penalties or benefits of run-
ning. Running characters must use a Free 
Action in each Initiative Pass they are con-
sidered running. 

Characters cannot exceed their calculat-
ed Run Rate in a Combat Turn without mak-
ing a Sprinting test.

sPrinTing
Characters may attempt to increase their 
running distance by performing a Sprint Ac-
tion during their Action Phase. In this action, 
they make a Running + Strength [Physical] 
Test. Each hit increases the distance a char-
acter can move in a Combat Turn by either 1 
meter (for dwarfs and trolls) or 2 meters (for 
elves, humans, and orks). Characters are al-
lowed a maximum number of Sprinting tests 
equal to half their Running skill per Combat Turn, mini-
mum of 1. Sprinting characters also suffer fatigue (see 
Fatigue from Running, p. 172) if they sprint for too long.

running moDifiers
Characters who are running take a –2 dice pool modi-
fier to all actions performed while running (except for 
Sprinting). Characters charging into melee combat gain 
a +4 dice pool modifier (making a net bonus of +2 
when combined with the general penalty) when running 
into melee combat. Characters making a ranged attack 
against a running opponent suffer a –2 dice pool penalty 

eXamPle

Cutter needs to make sure he can get clear of 
the Zero-Zone before MCT’s security goons open up 
with their assault rifles. He chooses to spend a Com-
plex Action to Sprint. Cutter rolls Running + Strength 
[Physical] test and gets 1, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6 for 5 hits. His 
Physical limit is only 4, though, so he’s limited to 4 hits 
from the test. As a human those 4 hits add 2 meters 
per hit to his Run Rate, meaning he gets a boost of 8 
meters. He adds 8 meters to his Run rate of 20 (he has 
Agility 5), so he can cover a total of 28 meters during 
this Combat Turn. 

He also gains the defensive benefits of Running 
Modifiers, specifically Sprinting (–4), and is harder to 
hit when the MCT gun emplacements open fire.

>> comBaT <<
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ComBAT ACTIoNS
FREE ACTIoNS
Call a Shot Eject Smartgun Clip

Change Linked Device Mode Multiple Attacks

Drop Object Run

Drop Prone Speak/Text/Transmit Phrase

SImPlE ACTIoNS
Activate Focus Quick Draw 

Call Spirit Ready/Draw Weapon

Change Device Mode Reckless Spellcasting

Command Spirit Reload Weapon (see table)

Dismiss Spirit Remove Clip

Fire Bow Shift Perception

Fire Weapon (SA, SS, BF, FA) Take Aim

Insert Clip Take Cover

Observe in Detail Throw Weapon

Pick Up/Put Down Object Use Simple Device

ComPlEx ACTIoNS
Astral Projection Melee Attack

Banish Spirit Reload Weapon (see table)

Cast Spell Rigger Jump In

Fire Weapon (FA) Sprint

Fire Long or Semi-Auto Burst Summoning

Fire Mounted or Vehicle Weapon Use Skill

INTERRUPT ACTIoNS
Block Hit the Dirt

Dodge Intercept

Full Defense Parry

eXamPle

Wombat wants to take a quick shot and bolt for the next piece of cover. He 
declares his actions and fires while moving for cover 8 meters away. He has an 
Agility of 5, making his Walk Rate 10 meters. He makes the cover and would be 
considered walking on this Action Phase.

If the same cover was 11 meters away, Wombat would be considered run-
ning. On his next Initiative Phase Wombat can only move 2 meters before he is 
considered Running. His Run Rate is 20 meters, meaning he has 12 meters of 
movement left for the Combat Turn before he has to Sprint.

Caster, a dwarf with Agility 3, is going right after Wombat and wants to blast 
a guard with a quick spell while moving into cover with Wombat. Since the cover 
is 8 meters away and Caster’s Walking rate is 6, he is considered Running. On any 
subsequent Initiative Passes in this Combat Turn, Caster is still considered to be 
Running even if he doesn’t cover any more ground. He can only move another 4 
meters. This Combat Turn before he has to Sprint.

mETATYPE wAlk RATE RUN RATE SPRINT INCREASE

Dwarf, Troll Agility x 2 Agility x 4 +1m/hit

Elf, Human, Ork Agility x 2 Agility x 4 +2m/hit



to their attack test. Characters making a ranged attack 
against a sprinting opponent suffer a –4 dice pool mod-
ifier to their attack test.

acTion Phase 
When a character’s Action Phase arrives, she must de-
cide what she’s going to do. She has many options to 
choose from: fire a gun, cast a spell, activate a com-
puter program, and so on. Each of these actions falls 
into one of four categories: Free, Simple, Complex, 
or Interrupt. During her Action Phase a character can 
perform two Simple Actions or one Complex Action. 
The character may also take one Free Action at any 
point in the Initiative Pass (either during her own Ac-
tion Phase or at any later time). Interrupt actions are 
a little different as they can be taken at any time in a 
Combat Turn, even if it is not the acting character’s 
Action Phase.

The Combat Actions Table lists common actions in 
each category. Note that actions possible while rigging 
or in the Matrix are detailed in the Matrix section (p. 
214); magical actions are detailed in the Magic section 
(p. 276). A complete list of actions can be found at the 
back of this book.

When it’s your turn to act, you must declare the actions 
that you will perform during the Action Phase. While you 
generally may take your actions in any order during your 
Action Phase, sequence can sometimes be important; like 
drawing your weapon before you fire it.

Many of the combat actions a character might take 
in Shadowrun are described below. Gamemasters must 
determine on the fly whether any action not listed that a 
character wants to take would be Free, Simple,  or Com-
plex by comparing it with actions that are listed and con-
sidering the effort the action would take.

Movement is declared and taken into consideration 
during the declare actions phase of the Action Phase.  
Once declared, a character cannot increase the distance 

they wish to move but can decrease the distance or 
change the direction if they run into unforeseen obstacles. 
The same movement penalties and bonuses apply regard-
less of whether the character moves their full distance. 

maTriX acTions
A chart of Matrix actions is provided here for Action 
Type reference, but rules are located in the Matrix sec-
tion (p. 214) of this book.

free acTions 
Free Actions are relatively simple, nearly automatic ac-
tions that require little effort to accomplish. Examples are 
saying a word, dropping an object, gesturing, or walking.

A character may take one Free Action during his own 
Action Phase or at some later point in the Initiative Pass. 
A character may only take a Free Action prior to his first 
Action Phase in the Initiative Pass if they are not surprised 
(see Surprise, p. 192). Only one Free Action is normally 
allowed per Initiative Pass, but multiple Free Actions could 
be allowed by the gamemaster if the situation seems rea-
sonable (dropping an object and speaking a phrase).

Free Actions generally require no Success Test, 
though special circumstances may warrant one.

call a shoT
A character may call a shot (aim for a vulnerable por-
tion of a target) with this Free Action; see Called Shots, 
p. 178. This action must be combined with a Fire Weap-
on, Throw Weapon, or Melee Attack Action.

change linkeD Device moDe
A character may use a Free Action to activate, deacti-
vate, or switch the mode on any device that he is linked 
to by a direct neural interface through either a wired or 
wireless link. This includes activating cyberware, chang-

ing a smartgun’s firing mode, changing 
a smartlinked shotgun’s choke, deacti-
vating thermographic vision, switching 
a commlink to hidden mode, turning a 
device’s wireless functionality off, and so 
on. Note that it takes longer to interact 
with some devices, as noted in individu-
al gear descriptions.

DroP oBjecT
A character may drop a held object as 
a Free Action. If he is holding an object 
in each hand, he may drop both objects 
as a single Free Action. At the game-
masters discretion, dropped items may 
suffer damage from being dropped if 
they are fragile or dropped in a hostile 
environment. 

REloADINg wEAPoNS

REloADINg mETHoD RESUlT
TYPE oF
ACTIoN

Removable Clip (c) Remove or insert clip Simple

Speed Loader Use speed loader to completely load gun Complex

Fill Clip Insert (Agility) rounds into clip Complex

Break Action (b) Insert 2 rounds Complex

Belt Fed (belt) Remover or insert belt Complex

Fill Belt/Drum Insert (Agility) Rounds into belt/drum Complex

Internal Magazine (m) Insert (Agility) rounds Complex

Muzzle-Loader (ml) Load 1 muzzle tube Complex

Cylinder (cy) Insert (Agility) rounds into belt Complex

Drum (d) Remove or insert drum Complex

Bow Nock 1 arrow Simple

>> comBaT <<
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DroP Prone 
A character may kneel or drop prone as a Free Action, 
as long as he is not surprised (see Surprise, p. 192). A 
character who is surprised may not drop prone.

ejecT smarTgun cliP
A character linked to a ready smartgun may use a men-
tal command to eject the weapon’s clip. It still takes a 
separate Simple Action to insert a new, fresh clip (see 
Smartgun System, p. 433).

gesTure
A character may communicate with a few quick ges-
tures as a Free Action. Characters unfamiliar with the 
gestures may make an Intuition (2) Test to determine 
what the gesture means. 

mulTiPle aTTacks
A character may use a Free Action to attack multiple tar-
gets in a single action (see Multiple Attacks, p. 196) by 
splitting their dice pool. This action must be combined 
with a Fire Weapon Action, Throw Weapon Action, Melee 
Attack Action, Reckless Spellcasting, or Cast Spell Action. 

run
Running uses a Free Action and inflicts Running move-
ment modifiers. Running is any movement that ex-
ceeds the character’s Walking Movement Rate in a sin-
gle Combat Turn (see Movement, p. 161).

sPeak/TeXT/TransmiT Phrase
One short phrase of verbal communication is a Free 
Action. If the character wants to speak more, each ad-
ditional phrase or sentence requires a Free Action. The 

gamemaster should be careful to control excessive, un-
realistic conversations within the span of a single action 
during a 3-second Combat Turn. If the gamemaster and 
players prefer more elaborate communications, param-
eters should be laid out before the mission begins. Char-
acters who are equipped to send text messages through 
a direct neural interface connection with their commlink 
may also send short messages as a Free Action.

simPle acTions
A Simple Action is one step more complicated than a 
Free Action and requires more concentration to attempt. 

During his Action Phase, a character may take two 
Simple Actions, though only one can be an attack action. 
A character may also take a Free Action with the two Sim-
ple Actions.

acTivaTe focus
A character may activate a focus they are carrying with 
a Simple Action. 

call sPiriT
This action is used to call a spirit that has already been 
summoned and placed on standby.

change Device moDe
A character may use a Simple Action to activate, deac-
tivate, or change the mode on any device with a simple 
switch, a virtual button, or a command from a commlink 
or other control device through either a wired or wireless 
link. This includes changing a gun’s firing mode, changing 
a shotgun’s choke, changing vision systems, switching a 
commlink to hidden mode, turning a device’s wireless 
functionality off, and so on. It takes longer to interact with 
some devices; check individual gear descriptions.

mATRIx ACTIoNS
FREE ACTIoNS SImPlE ACTIoNS ComPlEx ACTIoNS
Load Program Call/Dismiss Sprite Break File Erase Matrix Signature Snoop

Switch Two Matrix Attributes Change Icon Brute Force Format Device Spoof Command

Swap Two Programs Command Sprite Check Overwatch Score Grid-Hop Trace Icon

Unload Program Jack Out Crack File Hack on the Fly Compile Sprite

Invite Mark Crash Program Hide Decompile Sprite

VARIABlE ACTIoNS Send Message Data Spike Jam Signals Erase Resonance Signature

Control Device Switch Interface Mode Disarm Data Bomb Jump Into Rigged Device Kill Complex Form

Matrix Search Edit File Matrix Perception Register Sprite

Enter/Exit Host Reboot Device Thread Complex Form

Erase Mark Set Data Bomb
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change gun moDe
A character holding a ready firearm can change its firing 
mode via a Simple Action. If the weapon is a properly 
linked smartgun, it costs only a Free Action to change the 
mode (see Firearms, p. 424, and Smartgun Systems, p. 
433). This includes changing a shotgun’s choke if the gun 
does not have a smartgun link (see Shotguns, p. 429).

commanD sPiriT
Issuing a command to a single spirit or group of spirits 
under a summoner’s control is a Simple Action.

Dismiss sPiriT
This is the action of freeing a spirit from the summoner’s 
control. It does not immediately send the spirit back to its 
home plane but instead frees it to do as it chooses.

fire Bow
Firing a single arrow from a loaded bow is a Simple Ac-
tion. To nock a single arrow, the character must use the 
Reload Weapon Simple Action. 

fire semi-auTo, single-shoT, 
BursT fire or full-auTo
A character may fire a readied firearm in Semi-Auto-
matic, Single-Shot, Burst-Fire, or Fully-Auto mode via 
a Simple Action (see Firearms, p. 424) but may not 
take any other attack actions in the same Action Phase. 
If a character has one weapon in each hand, he may 
fire once with each weapon by adding a Multiple At-
tacks Free Action (see Multiple Attacks, p. 96); the off-
hand modifier applies (see Attacking Using Off-Hand 
Weapon, p. 178). When taken as Simple Actions, Burst 
Fire fires 3 bullets, while Full-Auto fires 6 bullets.

 
inserT cliP
A character may insert a fresh clip into a ready firearm 
by taking a Simple Action, but only if he has first re-
moved the previous clip (see Remove Clip, p. 166, and 
Reloading Weapons, p. 163).

oBserve in DeTail
A character may make a detailed observation by taking 
a Simple Action. This allows a Perception Test (see Us-
ing Perception, p. 135).

Note that characters should always be able to ob-
serve what is immediately obvious (gamemaster’s dis-
cretion, keeping in mind any perception enhancements 
the character may have) without having to spend a Sim-
ple Action and make a Perception Test. For example, a 
character might automatically be aware that someone 
is running toward him with something in hand; however, 
the gamemaster may decide that the character cannot 

tell if it is a friend or foe or what is in their hand without 
taking an Observe in Detail action.

Pick uP/PuT Down oBjecT
A character may pick up an object within reach or put 
down one that he was holding as a Simple Action. This 
action means care is taken to put the object down or 
pick it up. Just dropping an object is a Free Action, but 
items that get dropped are more likely to be damaged 
than items that are set down.

quick Draw
A character may attempt to quick-draw a pistol, pis-
tol-sized weapon, or small throwing weapon and im-
mediately fire it by using a Quick Draw Simple Action. 
For the character to successfully draw the weapon, the 
player must make a (Weapon Skill) + Reaction [Physi-
cal] (3) Test. If the weapon is held in a quick-draw hol-
ster (see p. 432), reduce the threshold to 2. If the test 
is successful, the character draws the weapon and fires 
as a single Simple Action. If the test fails, he clears the 
gun but cannot fire with the same action. If he glitches, 
the gun is stuck in the holster or dropped, and no more 
actions are allowed. On a critical glitch, a drawn blade 
may be fumbled out of the character’s reach or a pistol 
accidentally fired while still in the holster; the game-
master decides the exact nature of the screw-up.

Only properly holstered weapons can be quick-
drawn. They do not have to be in a quick-draw holster, 
but they do need to be in a holster or sheath or on a 
proper sling to be quick-drawn. Two weapons may be 
quick-drawn and fired simultaneously, but the (Weapon 
Skill) + Reaction dice pool is split, and off-hand penal-
ties apply.

reaDy weaPon
A character may ready a weapon by spending a Simple 
Action. The weapon may be a firearm, melee weap-
on, throwing weapon, ranged weapon, or mounted or 
vehicular weapon. Readying entails drawing a firearm 
from a holster, drawing a throwing or melee weapon 
from a sheath, picking up any kind of weapon, or gen-
erally preparing any kind of weapon for use. A weapon 
must be ready before it can be used. Weapons not held 
in a traditional holster may require a Complex Action to 
ready at the gamemaster’s discretion.

A character can ready a number of small throwing 
weapons, such as throwing knives or shuriken, equal 
to one-half his Agility (round up) per Ready Weapon 
action.

reckless sPellcasTing
A spellcaster may use a Simple Action to cast a spell 
more quickly, but at the cost of higher Drain. See Step 
4: Cast Spell, p. 281.
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remove cliP
A character may remove a clip from a ready firearm by 
taking a Simple Action (see Insert Clip, p. 165, and also 
Reload Weapons, p. 163). It takes another Simple Action 
to grab a fresh clip and slam it into the weapon.

shifT PercePTion
A character capable of Astral Perception may shift per-
ception to or from Astral Space as a Simple Action.

sTanD uP
Using a Simple Action, a character who is lying down or 
prone may stand up. If the character is wounded and at-
tempting to stand, he must succeed in a Body + Willpow-
er (2) Test to do so (wound modifiers apply to this test).

Take aim
A character may take aim with a ready firearm, bow, or 
throwing weapon as a Simple Action. Take Aim actions 
are cumulative, but the benefits are lost if the character 
takes any other kind of action—including a Free Action—
at any time before attacking. Take Aim actions may be 
extended over multiple Action Phases and Combat Turns. 
The maximum bonus a character may gain from sequen-
tial Take Aim actions, either to her limit or her dice pool, is 
equal to one-half the character’s Willpower, rounded up.

Each Take Aim action applies a +1 dice pool modifier 
or +1 Accuracy increase to the Attack Test.

If the character is using image magnification or a 
targeting scope, Take Aim must be used to line up the 
shot in order to receive the bonus from the item. In this 
case the first action of Take Aim does not provide any 
additional bonus beyond enabling the function of the 
modification.

Take cover 
A character may use this Simple Action to gain a cover 
bonus to their defense test, as long as she is not sur-
prised (see Surprise, p. 192). A character who is sur-
prised may not take cover.

Throw weaPon
A character may throw a ready throwing weapon (see 
Ready Weapon, p. 165) by taking a Simple Action. The 
character may not take any other attack actions in the 
same Action Phase. Multiple readied throwing weap-
ons can be thrown at a target within Short or Medium 
range by adding a Multiple Attacks Free Action (see 
Multiple Attacks, p. 196).

use simPle Device
A character can use any simple device with a Simple 
Action. Simple devices are those that are activated with 
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a simple movement like a thumb trigger, pressing a sin-
gle key, or tapping a single icon. 

comPleX acTions
A Complex Action requires intense concentration and/
or finesse. Only one Complex Action is possible per 
Action Phase. A character may also take a Free Action 
in the same Action Phase as a Complex Action.

asTral ProjecTion
A character capable of Astral Projection may shift their 
consciousness to the astral plane as a Complex Action 
(see p. 313).

Banish sPiriT
A character may enter into a Banishing contest with a 
spirit as a Complex Action (see p. 301).

casT sPell
A character may cast a spell as a Complex Action.

fire full-auTo weaPon
A character may fire a readied firearm in Full-Auto fire 
mode via a Complex Action (see Firearms, p. 424). If a 
character has one weapon in each hand, he may fire once 
with each weapon by adding a Multiple Attacks Free Ac-
tion (see Multiple Attacks, p. 196). Off-hand modifier 
applies (see Attacker Using Off-Hand Weapon, p. 178). 
When fired as a Complex Action, Full-Auto uses 10 bul-
lets. Remember the effects of cumulative recoil when us-
ing these fire modes. And good fragging luck!

fire long BursT 
or semi-auTo BursT
A character may fire a readied firearm in Long Burst or 
Semi-Auto Burst via a Complex Action (see Firearms, p. 
424). A character may attack multiple targets within Short 
or Medium range by adding a Multiple Attacks Free Ac-
tion (see Multiple Attacks, p. 196). If a character has one 
weapon in each hand, he may fire once with each weap-
on by adding a Multiple Attacks Free Action (see Multiple 
Attacks, p. 167). Off-hand modifier applies (see Attacker 
Using Off-Hand Weapon, p. 178). Remember the effects 
of cumulative recoil when using these fire modes.

fire mounTeD 
or vehicle weaPon
Fire a previously readied mounted or vehicle weapon by 
taking a Complex Action (see Vehicle Combat, p. 198).

loaD anD fire Bow
With this action a character can load and fire a bow with 
a single Complex Action. The two activities can be re-

versed, Fire and Load Bow, if the bow had been readied 
using a Simple Action already.

maTriX acTions
A character may perform most Matrix actions with a 
Complex Action.

melee aTTack
A character may make a melee attack by taking a Com-
plex Action (see Melee Combat, p. 184). A character 
may also attack multiple targets within melee range by 
adding a Multiple Attacks Free Action (see Multiple At-
tacks, p. 196).

reloaD firearm
Weapons that are belt fed (belt), break action (b), cylin-
der (cy), drum (d), internal magazine (m), muzzle load-
ers, or use a speed loader are reloaded using a Com-
plex Action (see Reloading Weapons, p. 163).

rigger jumP in
A character with a VCR and rigger adapted vehicle may 
jump in to control the vehicle with a Complex Action.

sPrinT
Sprinting allows a character to increase his Running 
rate by using a Complex Action and making a Running 
Test (see Movement, p. 161).

summoning
A character may summon a spirit to assist them with a 
Complex Action.

use skill
A character may use an appropriate skill by taking a 
Complex Action (see Using Skills, p. 128).

inTerruPT acTions
There are times when a character is permitted to take 
an action outside his allotted Action Phase. Such rare 
instances are called Interrupt Actions and are clearly 
identified in the rules. When a character uses an Inter-
rupt Action, such as Full Defense, he takes an action out 
of turn, but only if he has enough Initiative Score left 
in the Combat Turn to pay the price for the action. In-
terrupt Actions occur outside the normal course of the 
Combat Turn and do not cost the character their Action 
Phase (unless they reduce their Initiative Score below 0 
with their actions). The Initiative Score reduction occurs 
at the time of the Interrupt Action. A character may only 
take an Interrupt Action prior to their first Action Phase if 
they are not surprised (see Surprise, p. 192).
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Block  
(–5 iniTiaTive score)

A character may choose to use her own unarmed com-
bat skill to block incoming melee attacks as an Interrupt 
Action (see Defending in Combat, p. 188). By decreas-
ing her Initiative Score, the defending character can 
add her Unarmed Combat skill to their defense test. 
This is a one-time add, unlike going on Full Defense 
(below) which lasts for an entire Combat Turn. Bonus 
die, such as die from a relevant weapon foci, can be 
added to this test.

DoDge  
(–5 iniTiaTive score)

A character may choose to use her own skill to dodge in-
coming attacks as an Interrupt Action (see Defending in 
Combat, p. 188). By decreasing her Initiative Score, the 
defending character can add her Gymnastics skill to the 
defense test. This is a one-time add, unlike going on Full 
Defense (below) which lasts for an entire Combat Turn. 

hiT The DirT  
(–5 iniTiaTive score)

A character who has already used their Free Action may 
choose to drop prone when caught by suppressive fire 
using this action (see Suppressive Fire, p. 179). The de-
fending character doesn’t need to make the Reaction + 
Edge test but is considered prone on their next Action 
Phase. If the suppressive fire continues, the defending 
character needs to use a Stand Up Simple Action to get 
back up, risking getting shot, or fight from the ground. If 
the suppressive fire has stopped the prone character still 
needs to use a Stand Up Simple Action to get back up.

inTercePT  
(–5 iniTiaTive score)

A character may take an Interrupt Action to intercept 
an opponent who attempts to move past him (with-
in 1 + Reach meter(s)) or break out of melee combat 
(see Interception, p. 194). The Intercept Action allows 
a character to make a melee attack out of turn. If the 
character does not have enough Initiative Score left 
that Action Phase he cannot intercept.

Parry  
(–5 iniTiaTive score)

A character may choose to use his own melee weapon 
skill to deflect incoming melee attacks as an Interrupt 
Action (see Defending in Combat, p. 188). By decreas-
ing his Initiative Score, the defending character can add 
his melee weapon skill to their defense test. This is a 
one-time add, unlike going on Full Defense (below), 
which lasts for an entire Combat Turn. 

full Defense  
(–10 iniTiaTive score)

A character may choose to focus on deliberately avoid-
ing incoming attacks as an Interrupt Action (see Defend-
ing in Combat, p. 188). This action adds the character’s 
Willpower to their Defense tests for the entire Combat 
Turn. Full Defense actions may be taken at any time, 
even before the character’s Action Phase as an Interrupt 
Action, as long as the character is not surprised. Charac-
ters may only go on Full Defense if they have enough Ini-
tiative Score left in that Combat Turn. The bonus gained 
in this manner is kept until the end of the Combat Turn 
so a character can choose to fight defensively early in 
the round by decreasing her Initiative Score to increase 
her defense. This bonus is also cumulative with other In-
terrupt Actions. 

accuracy
All weapons have an Accuracy score that acts as a Limit 
for that weapon. Accuracy scores reflect the quality and 
craftsmanship of a weapon and determine the number of 
hits that can be used in a skill test. 

Melee weapons, those that were made for combat, 
have an average Accuracy of 5. Improvised weapons—
items that can be used, however awkwardly, to inflict 
damage but are not designed for combat, such as a golf 
club or frying pan—usually have an accuracy of 4. Ran-
dom objects used as weapons that are very unwieldy or 
heavy (like a chair, barstool, or refrigerator) generally have 
an Accuracy of 3. Standard Weapons that are in poor con-
dition or broken can have their Accuracy reduced by 1. 

Unarmed attacks use the Inherent Limit [Physical] as 
determined by the Attributes of the character and do not 
have an Accuracy rating. Items used as part of the Un-
armed Attack, also use the Physical limit.

Most basic ranged weapons have an accuracy of 4 
or 5. Specialized ranged weapons, like some sniper ri-
fles, have an accuracy of 6 or higher. Improvised ranged 
weapons have an Accuracy of 3, and broken, old, dam-
aged, or otherwise flawed ranged weapons can have 
their Accuracy reduced by 1, to a minimum of 1. This 
includes items that have been damaged through Matrix 
Combat.

armor
Armor is used with Body to make damage resistance 
tests (see Step 3: Defend, p. 173). The armor rating is 
modified by the attack’s AP value (see Armor Penetra-
tion, p. 169).

Good armor protects a character from serious 
physical harm. If the modified Damage Value (DV) of 
an attack causing Physical damage is less than the AP-
modified armor rating, then the attack causes Stun 
damage instead of Physical damage.
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armor anD encumBrance
If a character is wearing more than one piece of armor 
at a time, the value of the highest armor piece applies 
for determining Armor. All the other pieces do nothing 
but add a lot of bulk; too much can make Joe Shadow-
runner look like the SoyPuff Marshmallow Man, slow-
ing him down more than the protection is worth.

Armor accessories, items listed with a “+” in front of 
their rating, add to the character’s Armor for the purpose 
of Damage Resistance tests. The maximum bonus a 
character receive from these items is limited to their 
Strength attribute. For every 2 full points by which the 
bonus exceeds the character’s Strength, the character 
suffers a –1 penalty to Agility and Reaction.

sPecializeD ProTecTion
Standard armor is generally not designed to protect 
against electricity, fire, and other special damage types 
and thus suffers greatly when faced with attacks of this 
nature. But fear not, good shadowrunner, you have op-
tions. Any clothing item, including Armor, can be modi-
fied with a number of additional features that help protect 
against other forms of damage. This additional protection 
is used along with the modified Armor values to deter-
mine total Armor against an attack. Specialized armor 

values can be combined on a single piece of armor, but 
the sum of the ratings cannot exceed the capacity of the 
armor (p. 436).

armor PeneTraTion
Certain weapons are better at punching holes in armor 
than others. A weapon’s Armor Penetration (AP) rep-
resents this penetrating ability. AP modifies a target’s 
Armor rating when he makes a damage resistance test. 
Some weapons fare poorly against armor, and so ac-
tually raise the value of the armor. If the target is not 
wearing armor, this bonus does not apply. If a weap-
on’s AP reduces an armor’s rating to 0 or below, the 
character loses all his armor dice on his damage resis-
tance test but does not subtract from his Body.

Damage
Involved as they are in an illegal and often hazardous 
line of work, shadowrunners get hurt and get hurt of-
ten. What kind of damage, how bad an injury is, and 
how much it affects the character vary greatly depend-
ing on the situation.

TyPes of injury
Damage in Shadowrun is defined as Physical or Stun. 
Each type of damage is tracked on a separate Condi-
tion Monitor. 

Physical Damage
Physical damage, the most dangerous type, is the kind 
done by guns, explosions, most melee weapons, and 
many magic spells. Weapons that inflict Physical dam-
age have the letter “P” following their Damage Value. 

Physical damage takes a longer time to heal.
The number of boxes in the Physical Condition 

Monitor equals (Body ÷ 2) + 8. 

sTun Damage
Stun damage—bruising, muscle fatigue, and the like—
is the kind done by fists, kicks, blunt weapons, stun 
rounds, shock weapons, concussion grenades, and 
some magic spells. If something does Stun damage, 
the letter “S” follows the Damage Value. 

Stun damage takes a shorter time to heal.
The number of boxes in the Stun Condition Monitor 

equals (Willpower ÷ 2) + 8.

wounD moDifiers
Injuries cause pain, bleeding, and other distractions that 
interfere with doing all sorts of actions. Wound modifi-
ers are accumulated with every third box of damage and 
are cumulative between damage tracks and with other 
negative modifiers such as spells or adverse conditions. 

eXamPle

Full Deck is headed out on a run and wants to be 
able to make a quick change from runner chic to cor-
porate clean. He throws on some Actioneer Business 
Clothes (Armor 8) and then pulls on his Urban Explorer 
jumpsuit (Armor 10). For resistance tests he uses only 
the Armor 10 from the jumpsuit.

Caster is looking for a little extra protection during 
a particularly dangerous raid the team is planning. He 
borrows Wombat’s riot shield (Armor +6) to hide be-
hind as they enter. He’s seen Wombat use it dozens 
of times and thinks it shouldn’t be a problem. Caster 
has a Strength of 2. Comparing the Armor bonus to his 
Strength shows a difference of 4 full points, meaning 
Caster receives a –2 to both his Agility and Reaction 
while trying to use the riot shield. 

When Caster eventually decides he can’t handle 
hauling around the big shield, he gives it back to Wom-
bat. Wombat has a Strength attribute of 5. Comparing 
his Strength to the Armor bonus of the shield gives a 
difference of only 1. He doesn’t have a problem with it, 
but he is also wearing a helmet (Armor +2). The total 
Armor bonus needs to be compared to his Strength. 
Wombat is now at a +8 Armor bonus with a Strength of 
5, so he suffers a –1 penalty to his Agility and Reaction 
while using both armor accessories.
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Wound modifiers are applied to all tests not about re-
ducing the number of boxes you’re about to take on 
your Condition Monitor (such as damage resistance, re-
sisting direct combat spells, toxin resistance, and so on).

The Wound Modifier penalty is also applied to 
the character’s Initiative attribute and therefore their 
Initiative Score during combat. 

eXceeDing The 
conDiTion moniTor
When the total number of boxes in a damage track 
(Physical or Stun) are filled in, and damage still remains 
to be applied, one of two things happens:

•	 If the damage is Stun, it carries over into the 
Physical damage track. For every two full boxes 
of excess Stun damage, carry over 1 box to the 
Physical damage track

•	 If a character takes more Physical damage than 
he has boxes in the Physical damage track, the 
character is in trouble. Overflowing the Physical 
damage track means he’s near death. Instant 
death occurs only if damage overflows the 
Physical damage track by more than the char-
acter’s Body attribute. One point over that limit 
and his memory will be toasted at their favorite 
shadowrunner bar.

Characters whose Physical damage overflow has not 
been filled can survive if they receive prompt medical 
attention. If no medical attention is available, the char-
acter takes an additional box of damage from loss of 
blood, shock, or other complications for every (Body) 
minutes he manages to hang on. If the cumulative over-
flow damage exceeds the character’s Body attribute be-
fore medical help arrives, he dies.

sPecial Damage TyPes
Bullets do their damage by delivering kinetic energy 
to a target, but that’s not the only kind of hurting that 
can be put on a runner. Burning, freezing, zapping, 
and chemical damage can all dampen the mood of the 
most boisterous runner. Along with the elemental forc-
es things like gravity (or at least the stop at the bottom), 
drowning, and general exhaustion can add to the pain 
and suffering. All of these different damages have their 
own rules quirks, detailed below. 

elemenTal Damage
This is damage caused by non-kinetic sources, like acid, 
fire, etc. Most of the time you’d look to magic for this 
sort of damage, but some mundane weapons and at-
tacks can deliver added elemental effects.

aciD Damage
Acid damage is Physical. In addition to its normal dam-
age, it also reduces the rating of any Armor it hits by 1. 
If the acid isn’t removed from the target (by washing it 
off, or because the acid is from a spell and evaporates 
into mana after the spell ends), then the acid continues 
to burn. Each Combat Turn the base DV of the acid is 
decreased by 1 and damage is applied again. The acid 
also continues to burn through armor reducing the tar-
get’s Armor rating by 1 until the acid is removed, neu-
tralized, or loses all its base DV. The Armor reduction 
should be applied to worn Armor first but could be ap-
plied to Armor accessories (+Armor items) if the gam-
emaster allows. 

At the gamemaster’s discretion, acid can also create 
Light Smoke conditions in an area around the target.

colD Damage
Cold is just the absence of heat, but it hurts when too 
much heat is absent, and calling cold “absent heat” 
doesn’t make it any less painful. Cold damage is Physical. 
Additionally, cold damage can make armor brittle, liquids 
freeze, lubricants gum up, etc. Make a simple Armor Test 
for anything directly hit. If the armor gets no hits, it breaks 
and cannot be used as armor. It can be repaired with the 
Building & Repairing rules, p. 145. In the case of a glitch, 
it’s destroyed irreparably. With a critical glitch the armor 
breaks irreparably in a dangerous way.

elecTriciTy Damage
A wide variety of nonlethal weapons are designed to 
incapacitate targets with electrical shock attacks, in-
cluding stun batons, tasers, cyberware shock hands, 
and similar electrically charged weapons. These weap-
ons rely on a contact discharge of electricity rather than 
kinetic energy. Spells and critter powers such as Light-
ning Bolt and Energy Aura cause similar effects.
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eXamPle

Pauly G, a troll smuggler, and Beta Test, his human decker 
sidekick, got caught sneaking across the Salish border. Neither 
has a valid SIN, and the Rangers who caught them are looking 
to send a message to other smugglers. They tie the runners to 
a tree and line up their shots. 

The two Rangers fire their rifles and one of them does a 
staggering 13P of damage. 

Pauly G rolls his Body (9) + Armor (1) and gets 4 hits, re-
ducing the damage to 9 boxes of Physical damage. Pauly has 
6 empty boxes in his Physical Condition Monitor so he fills in 
all those and takes the remaining 2 as overflow. If he could get 
some medical attention before the overflow damage reaches 
10 boxes he could survive.

Beta Test rolls his Body (2) + Armor (0) and manages to get 1 
hit, reducing the damage to 12 boxes of Physical damage. Beta 
Test has 3 empty boxes in his Physical Condition Monitor so he 
fills in all those and moves the remaining 9 to overflow which 
only has 2 boxes (equal to Beta Test’s Body). 

Beta Test is headed to the Happy Hunting Grounds. Pauly 
G is going to have to get some luck and some help to avoid 
joining him.



Electrical damage is treated as Stun or Physical 
damage depending on the source and/or target. The 
Non-conductivity armor upgrade (p. 438) adds its full 
rating to the Armor value. The gamemaster can also de-
cide which (if any) other factors may modify the target’s 
damage, such as extra conductivity for a character cov-
ered in water.

An Electricity attack that does damage can stun and 
incapacitate the target as well, though if there is no 
damage, there is no secondary effect at all.

Secondary effects for characters injured by Electrici-
ty damage include a –1 dice pool penalty on all actions 
and Defense Tests, but not Damage Resistance Tests, 
for 1 Combat Turn and an immediate Initiative Score re-
duction of 5. The dice pool penalty and Initiative Score 

reduction do not accumulate with multiple attacks, but 
the length of the penalty is extended by 1 Combat Turn 
for each successful damaging attack while a character 
is affected. If the character’s Initiative Score is reduced 
to 0 or below, they lose their last action. If they have no 
Initiative Score left the reduction comes on the start of 
the next Combat Turn.

Electronic equipment and drones can also be affect-
ed by Electricity damage. They never suffer Stun dam-
age so Electricity damage is Physical when used against 
electronics and drones. They resist damage as usual and 
suffer a secondary effect if they take even a single box 
of damage. 

The secondary effect for electronics and drones 
damaged by Electricity damage is shorting out or over-
loading. In game terms this is reflected as second-
ary Matrix damage equal to half the Physical damage 
rounded down.

Vehicles can be damaged by Electricity attacks but do 
not suffer any secondary effects. Specific systems of ve-
hicles can be targeted by a Called Shots (p. 195).

fire Damage
Fire damage is Physical. It can also make things catch 
fire. To determine if something catches fire, roll Armor 
Value + Fire Resistance – Fire AP (see Fire Armor Pierc-
ing Ratings table, below). The threshold on this test is 
the net hits rolled on the fire-based attack. If the item 
succeeds, it is not on fire (for now). Armor accessories 
are excluded from the test but the gamemaster may re-
quire them to make their own test. 

When something catches fire, the fire has an initial 
Damage Value of 3. This damage is caused at the end of 
each Combat Turn, and the DV increases by 1 at the start 
of each subsequent Combat Turn until the item is com-
pletely destroyed or the fire is put out. You can fight the 
fire a number of ways (water, smothering, etc.), making 
an Agility + Intuition Test and reducing the fire’s DV by 
1 for each hit. Remember, as long as the fire is burning 
it can ignite any nearby flammables, including furniture, 
vehicles, foliage, and elves.

eXamPle

Wombat has been drinking pretty heavily and the bouncers 
at the Blue Flame Tavern remember the last time they had to ask 
him to leave, so they call Knight Errant and wait for the officers 
to arrive and help them escort Wombat out the door. 

Well, Wombat can’t stand Pawns (his term of endearment 
for KE cops) and decides “quietly” is not an option for how he 
wants to leave. The KE officers feel sufficiently threatened, and 
they decide it would be easier to carry Wombat out than try to 
change his mind. 

Both officers pull their Yamaha Pulsar tasers and fire before 
poor Wombat can reconsider his options. They score 4 and 3 net 
hits, so Wombat must make a Damage Resistance test against 
11S and 10S respectively. Luckily for Wombat, he upgraded his 
lined coat with nonconductivity rating 4.

Against the first damage he rolls Body 6 + Armor 9 + noncon-
ductivity 4, with an AP adjustment of –5, for a total of 14 dice. He 
gets 6 hits, reducing the damage to 5S. Since he took damage 
he also suffers the secondary effects of –1 to all actions for 1 
Combat Turn and –5 to his Initiative Score.

Against the second hit he rolls the same pool of dice and 
gets 7 hits. He still takes 3S, but the secondary effects are 
changed. He doesn’t lose any more from his Initiative Score, and 
the –1 dice pool penalty is already there and does not increase. 
It does, however, get extended by 1 Combat Turn to a total of 2 
Combat Turns.

After Wombat lays out one of the Pawns on his Action Phase 
(he may be slowed but he’s not out) the other hits him with an-
other dart from the Pulsar. The KE officer scores 6 hits but is 
limited by the Accuracy of the weapon, which is 5, so Wombat 
is facing 12S.

Wombat rolls his Damage Resistance but spends a point of 
Edge to throw some extra dice into the pool and gain the Rule 
of Six. After an awesome roll that scores 14 hits, he shrugs off 
the damage. Since he didn’t take damage he doesn’t suffer any 
secondary effects and still has some actions left to KO the other 
KE Pawn.

FIRE ARmoR PENETRATIoN
TYPE oF FIRE AP

Open Flame –2

Fire-based spells spell Force

Flame-based weapon –6

>> comBaT <<
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falling Damage
When a character falls more than three meters, he takes 
Physical damage with a DV equal to the number of me-
ters fallen, with an AP of –4. Use Body + Armor to resist 
this damage. The gamemaster should feel free to modi-
fy the damage to reflect a softer landing surface (sand), 
branches to break the fall, and so on.

Falling characters drop 50 meters in the first Combat 
Turn, 150 meters in the second Combat Turn, and 200 
meters every Combat Turn after that. Terminal velocity 
for a falling body is about 200 meters per turn.

faTigue Damage
Fatigue damage is Stun damage you incur through do-
ing something strenuous or for being in the middle of 
something stressful. It’s caused by harsh environments, 
hard exertion, and drek like that. Fatigue damage is 
resisted with Body + Willpower, not with any armor. 
Fatigue damage cannot be healed while the condition 
causing it still exists.

faTigue from running
If you sprint over multiple consecutive Combat Turns 
or during multiple Action Phases in the same Combat 
Turn, you risk taking fatigue damage. For every consec-
utive Action Phase or Combat Turn in which you use the 

Sprint action, you take a cumulative 1S DV of fatigue 
damage, which means that the second time you take it 
without dialing it back you take 2S, then 3S, etc.

If you’re only running (using your running movement 
rate) instead of sprinting, this damage is taken every 3 
minutes.

faTigue from environmenTs
Hot, cold, humid, dry, polluted, or irradiated environ-
ments can cause fatigue damage, depending on the se-
verity of the surroundings. As with running fatigue, the 
DV from a harsh environment starts at 1S and increases 
over time. Unlike running fatigue, if you keel over in a 
hostile environment the damage doesn’t stop rolling in.

hunger, ThirsT, 
anD sleeP DePrivaTion
After 24 hours, if you haven’t eaten, slept, or had a (non-
alcoholic) drink, you risk fatigue damage. Like running, 
the damage starts at a mere 1S and increases over each 
interval it is taken. The interval for hunger is 6 days, for 
thirst is 2 days, and for sleep is 3 hours. This damage 
stops when you eat, drink, or sleep, respectively.

comBaT resoluTion
Shadowrun includes four types of combat: ranged com-
bat (p. 173), melee combat (p. 184), astral combat (p. 
315), and cybercombat (p. 226). All combat, whether it 
involves firearms, knives, astral attacks, or attack pro-
grams, is resolved in essentially the same manner.

Combat is handled as an Opposed Test between the 
attacker and defender. The exact skills and attributes used 
depend on the type of combat, method of attack, and 
style of defense, as described in each section. Various 
modifiers may also apply to both attack and defense rolls.

If the attacker scores more hits than the defender, 
the attack hits the target. In the case of a tie the defend-
er usually wins, with the exception of a grazing hit (p. 
173). Otherwise, the attack misses.

eXamPle

Wombat is having a bad day. He left the bar and 
ran afoul of one of those really deranged members of 
the Halloweeners who carries a flamethrower! His 
reflexes are a little off due to the booze and he gets 
a solid blast of flame. The gamemaster calls for a test 
to see if his lined coat catches fire and rolls the lined 
coat’s Armor 9—the flamethrower’s AP of 6 versus 
the two net hits the Halloweener got on the test. He 
only gets one hit, so the coat, and therefore Wombat, 
catches fire.

At the end of the Combat Turn Wombat has not put 
out the fire and has to resist 3P damage. 

In his next Action Phase Wombat decides to try 
to put out the fire with the classic stop, drop, and 
roll. The gamemaster calls it a Complex Action with 
a Drop Prone free action and asks for an Agility roll 
modified by his wounds. Wombat hits the dirt, rolls—
and fails. 

Another Action Phase comes up and Wombat 
keeps trying. This time he gets 1 hit, still not enough to 
put out the fire but enough to lessen it a little.

At the end of this Combat Turn Wombat faces 2P 
damage again and needs to think fast if about how 
he’s going to get this fire out.

ENVIRoNmENT & FATIgUE
ENVIRoNmENT

SEVERITY
FATIgUE DAmAgE 

INTERVAl

Mild 6 hours

Moderate 3 hours

Harsh 60 minutes

Extreme 1 minute (10 Combat Turns)

Deadly 6 seconds (2 Combat Turns)

>> comBaT <<
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>> CREATING A SHADOWRUNNER <<

metatype: eLF
B a R S W L I C eSS edg m

3 6 3 (5) 2 2 2 3 3 6.0 5 6

Condition 
monitor (p/S)

10 / 9

armor 14

Limits Physical 4, Mental 3, Social 5
physical Init 6(8) + 3D6
active Skills Blades 4, Con 3, Firearms skill group 5, First Aid 3, Gymnastics 5, 

Perception 4, Pilot Ground Craft 3, Running 4, Sneaking (Urban) 4 
(+2), Swimming 2, Tracking 3

Knowledge 
Skills

Egyptian Ceramics 2, Weapon Manufacturers 4

Languages English 5, Lakota N, Sperethiel 4
Qualities Adept, Addiction (Mild, BTLs), Code of Honor (Assassin’s Creed), 

Guts, Natural Athlete
adept power Attribute Boost (Agility) (4, 1 PP), Combat Sense (1, 0.5 PP), Enhanced 

Accuracy (Pistols, Automatics) (2, 0.5 PP), Improved Reflexes (2, 2.5 
PP), Mystic Armor (2, 1 PP), Spell Resistance (1, 0.5 PP)

gear Armor jacket [12, chemical protection 3, fire resistance 3, 
non-conductivity 4], contacts [Capacity 3, w/ smartlink, vision 
enhancement 2], DocWagon contract (Platinum, 1 year) earbuds 
[Capacity 3, w/ audio enhancement 1, spatial recognizer], 2 fake 
SINs (Rating 5, w/ 5 Rating 5 fake gun licenses) gecko tape gloves, 
Hyundai Shin-Hyung, maglock passkey (Rating 3), Low Lifestyle 
(1 month), medkit (Rating 4, w/ 2 re-supplies), Renraku Sensei 
commlink (Device Rating 3), 2 trauma patches

Weapons Ares Predator V (2) {Heavy Pistol, Acc 5(7), DV 8P, AP –1, SA, RC —, 
15(c), w/ smartlink, 100 rounds regular ammo, 100 rounds Stick-
n-Shock ammo]

Ingram Smartgun X [SMG, Acc 4(6), DV 8P, AP —, BF/FA, RC 2, 32(c), 
w/ gas-vent 2, integral sound suppressor, smartlink, 100 rounds 
regular ammo, 100 rounds explosive ammo]

Knife [Blade, Acc 5, Reach 1, DV 3P, AP –1]
PJSS Model 55 [Shotgun, Acc 6, DV 11P, AP –1, SS, RC (1), 2(b), w/ 

integrated shock pad, 100 rounds regular ammo, 100 rounds 
explosive ammo]

Ruger Super Warhawk [Heavy Pistol, Acc 5, DV 9P, AP –2, SS, RC —, 
6(cy), w/ 100 rounds regular ammo

Steyr TMP [Machine Pistol, Acc 5, DV 7P, AP —, SA/BF/FA, RC 
—, 30(c), w/ laser sight, 100 rounds regular ammo, 100 rounds 
explosive ammo, 100 rounds Stick-n-Shock ammo]

Yamaha Raiden [Assault Rifle, Acc 6(8), DV 11P, AP –2, BF/FA, RC 1, 
60(b), w/ integral sound suppressor, smartlink, 100 rounds regular 
ammo, 100 rounds explosive ammo]

Contacts Black market gun dealer (Connection 3/Loyalty 3)
Target range operator (Connection 3/Loyalty 2)

Starting ¥ 1,690 + (3D6 x 60)¥

It started when the adept was a kid, and he shot a devil rat off a 
roof ledge with a BB gun from 300 meters. With a battered gun he 
found behind a dumpster. The amount of time people repeated 
the story let him know it was something special, so he dedicated 
himself to honing his skills, making himself deadlier with each day. 
People started offering him all sorts of money to use his skills, and 
he could have left a long path of bodies behind him. He decided, 
though, that powers like his had to be used carefully, so he devel-
oped a code to put boundaries around when he lets his abilities 
loose. When he does, though, make sure you’re either on his side 
or very far away. If you are his target, his bullets will find you.

GUNSLINGER ADEPT
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It’s been a tense couple of years (or couple of decades, if we’re being accurate) in the Sixth World. 
Aztlan and Amazonia have been slugging it out. Great dragons have turned on each other, testing old 
alliances and forging new ones. Governor Kenneth Brackhaven of Seattle is facing pressure unlike ever he’s 
ever seen, and scandals seem on the verge of overwhelming him. In Denver, a powerful dragon and an angry 
elf are set to butt heads in ways that will shake the whole city—and provide new opportunities for an old 
enemy. And on top of that, a new plague is spreading through the world, and the denizens of JackPoint aren’t 
immune to its effects.

All this tension has been building up, and in Storm Front, it breaks. Storm Front provides background 
and updates on these and other plotlines changing the shape of the Sixth World. The shadows are shifting, 
and runners need to move fast if they want to earn a paycheck—or if they want to keep from being crushed 
as the powers of the world slug it out. The world is changing, but some things remain the same. Power will 
corrupt. Money will flow to those who already have it. And shadowrunners will scramble to make a living 
without selling their soul.


